We present the results of a survey for intervening 21cm H i absorption in a sample of 10 nearby, gas-rich galaxies selected from the H i Parkes All-Sky Survey (HIPASS). This follows the six HIPASS galaxies searched in previous work and completes our full sample. In this paper we searched for absorption along 17 sightlines with impact parameters between 6 and 46 kpc, making one new detection. We also obtained simultaneous H i emission-line data, allowing us to directly relate the absorption-line detection rate to the H i distribution. From this we find the majority of the non-detections in the current sample are because sightline does not intersect the H i disc of the galaxy at sufficiently high column density, but that source structure is also an important factor.
INTRODUCTION
Studies of the 21 cm transition of neutral atomic hydrogen (H i) provide a unique view of the gas in and around galaxies (see e.g. Hibbard et al. 2001; Koribalski & Jerjen 2008; Walter et al. 2008) . While H i emission-line studies are inhibited by a rapid drop-off in detectability with redshift, the detectability of the H i absorption-line is essentially independent of distance (set instead by the flux of the background source used to search for absorption). This allows us to study neutral hydrogen to much higher redshifts than is possible in emission. With the arrival of the next generation of radio telescopes, including the Australian Square Kilometre Array Pathfinder (ASKAP, Johnston et al. 2008) , MeerKAT (Booth & Jonas 2012 ), E-mail: sarah@physics.usyd.edu.au and Apertif (Oosterloo et al. 2009 ), it will become possible to conduct the first large, blind absorption-line surveys, allowing us to study the evolution of neutral hydrogen over a wide range of cosmic times. FLASH ('The First Large Absorption Survey in H i') is the planned H i absorption-line survey with ASKAP, and will search for H i absorption along 150,000 sightlines in order to investigate the evolution of neutral hydrogen over redshifts z = 0.5−1.0. However, if we wish to derive physical galaxy properties from absorption-line data, we need to know the expected detection rate of intervening H i absorption, and how this varies with distance from the centre of the galaxy (i.e. impact parameter). Gupta et al. (2010) conducted a systematic study to address this question. Using a combination of new observations and available literature results, they estimate that the detection rate of H i absorption is around 50 per cent, for impact parameters less than 20 kpc, and integrated optical depths greater than 0.1 km s −1 . The addition of more recent results (Borthakur et al. 2011 (Borthakur et al. , 2014 Srianand et al. 2013; Zwaan et al. 2015) gives a similar overall detection rate. While detection rates may differ somewhat between individual surveys, a common result is that detections of H i absorption at impact parameters greater than 20 kpc appear to be extremely rare.
In contrast, detections of neutral gas through optical Lyman-α studies have frequently been made at impact parameters of several tens of kpc, and in some cases exceeding 100 kpc (see e.g. Rao et al. (2011) and references therein), showing that the gas disc extends well beyond what we see even in 21cm observations. This is only possible, however, because the detectability of Lyman-α absorption does not depend on the spin temperature of the gas, meaning that these studies are sensitive to very high spin temperature gas which would not be detectable in H i absorption.
In Reeves et al. 2015 (hereafter Paper I), we investigated the detection rate of intervening absorption in a sample of nearby (z < 0.04) gas-rich galaxies, selected from the H i Parkes All-Sky Survey (HIPASS, Barnes et al. 2001; Meyer et al. 2004; Wong et al. 2006) . By targeting nearby galaxies we were also able to map the H i emission, allowing us to directly relate the absorption-line detection rate to the extended H i distribution. While four of the six sightlines intersected the H i disc, no absorptionlines were detected. We attributed this to the background sources becoming resolved or extended, thus reducing the continuum flux and dramatically affecting the absorptionline sensitivity.
Our detection rate in Paper I was low compared to previous surveys (although this is difficult to interpret accurately given the small sample size). However, while many previous surveys have targeted quasar sightlines, ours represented an unbiased sample of radio sources (a mixture of radio galaxies and quasars, in a ratio consistent with the overall radio source population). We therefore suggested that the differences in detection rate may be (at least partly) due to the differences in source type (since quasars are more likely to remain unresolved, and might therefore be expected to produce a higher detection rate), and that our results may be more representative of the expected detection rate for future large, blind absorption-line surveys. In this paper we build on our previous work, expanding our sample with an additional 10 galaxies. With the expanded sample we aim to better establish: (i) the influence of background source structure and source type on detection rate, (ii) the expected detection rate for future blind surveys, and (iii) how detection rate varies as a function of impact parameter.
Throughout this work we assume a flat ΛCDM cosmology, with ΩM = 0.27, ΩΛ = 0.73, and H0 = 71 km s −1 Mpc −1 . All uncertainties refer to the 68.3 per cent confidence interval, unless otherwise stated.
OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
To ensure a uniform sample, and consistency in the derived quantities, all aspects of the sample selection, observations, data reduction, and analysis are performed as described in Paper I, unless otherwise specified. Therefore, in order to avoid unnecessary repetition, we describe only the most important points in relation to these aspects of the work here, and refer the reader to Paper I for a more detailed description.
Sample selection
Our main sample in this paper consists of 10 radio source-galaxy pairs with impact parameters less than 25 kpc. Radio source-galaxy pairs were selected by crossmatching galaxies from the HIPASS Bright Galaxy Catalogue (HIPASS BGC, Koribalski et al. 2004 ) with radio continuum sources from the 843 MHz Sydney University Molonglo Sky Survey (SUMSS, Mauch et al. 2003) . In addition to the impact parameter cutoff, we imposed a minimum (integrated) flux criterion of S843 > 50 mJy, since the flux of the background source (and not the redshift of the galaxy) is what determines the absorption-line sensitivity. Redshift data is not available for the radio sources in our sample, but we have assumed all of the continuum sources are at higher redshift than the target galaxies (i.e. genuine background sources). This is supported by redshift analysis of other similar radio source samples (Condon et al. 1998; de Zotti et al. 2010 ) and of previous surveys for intervening absorption in the local Universe (Darling et al. 2011 ).
The sample selection described above is identical to that in Paper I, but with a slightly higher impact parameter cutoff. In addition, a number of the selected fields contained additional continuum sources which, although they do not meet the above flux or impact parameter criteria, have been included in order to increase the sample size. Therefore, in total our sample in this paper consists of 17 sightlines with impact parameters between 6 and 46 kpc, and 843 MHz continuum fluxes of 17-823 mJy. Combined with the sightlines searched in Paper I, our full sample consists of 23 sightlines. Images of the targets are shown in Figure 1 . H i and optical properties of the target galaxies in our sample are given in Table 1 , and properties of the background radio sources, along with the angular and linear separations, are given in Table 2 .
Throughout this paper we refer to the objects observed in the pilot sample (Reeves et al. 2015) as sample A, and the new objects observed for this paper as sample B (see Table 3 ). In most cases, the results presented in this paper refer only to the galaxies of sample B, however, where relevant, we consider the combined results of the two samples.
ATCA H i observations
Australia Telescope Compact Array (ATCA) H i observations were carried out in 10 × 12 hour periods between October 2012 and August 2013, using the 750 m arrays, which give an angular scale sensitivity of a few arcseconds to ∼10-20 arcmin. The target sources were observed in 40 minute scans, interleaved with 10 minute scans of a nearby phase calibrator. The ATCA primary calibrator, PKS 1934-638, was observed for about 10 minutes at both the beginning and end of each observation for calibration of the absolute flux scale. Observations were conducted at night time in order to minimise the effects of solar interference, especially on the shorter baselines.
For the frequency setup we have used the Compact Array Broadband Backend (CABB, Wilson et al. 2011 ) 64M-32k configuration, which gives a bandwidth of 64 MHz with 32 kHz channels (spectral resolution of ∼6.7 km s −1 at the frequency of the redshifted H i line). The noise level achieved in a 12 hour observation (∼2-3 mJy per channel) is sufficient to detect absorption in DLAstrength systems (NHI 2×10 20 cm −2 ) against the background sources we have selected, assuming the source is Table 1 . H i and optical properties of the target galaxies in our sample. Columns (1)-(6) are the H i properties as given in the HIPASS BGC (Koribalski et al. 2004) . Column (1) is the HIPASS name. Columns (2) and (3) are the HIPASS J2000 right ascension and declination. HIPASS positions have typical uncertainties of 1.5 arcmin for signal-to-noise ratios of 10. Columns (4) and (5) are the systemic and local group velocities. Column (6) is the optical/IR identification (Doyle et al. 2005) . Columns (7)-(9) are the optical properties as given in the NASA Extragalatic Database (NED). Column (7) is the optical morphological classification. Columns (8) and (9) are the optical J2000 right ascension and declination. Table 2 . Properties of the background continuum sources used to search for absorption. Column (1) is the identification (ID) used throughout this work. Columns (2)-(6) are the radio properties as given in the SUMSS catalogue (Mauch et al. 2003) . Column (2) is the SUMSS name. Columns (3) and (4) are the SUMSS J2000 right ascension and declination. Columns (5) and (6) are the 843 MHz peak and integrated fluxes. Columns (7) and (8) (1). This is the galaxy name, with a 'C' (for 'continuum') prepended, allowing us to easily identify the galaxy-continuum source pairs. Where there are multiple sources in a single field we have added a suffix, to number the different sources. In addition, if a source resolves into multiple components at higher resolution then we add a second suffix (a lowercase letter) to indicate this (e.g. C-ESO 363-G 015-2a, C-ESO 363-G 015-2b). We note that this differs slightly from our convention in paper I, to allow for the fact that there may be multiple sources per field in the present sample.
HIPASS
unresolved. A summary of the observations is given in Table 4 .
Follow-up observations using the 6 km arrays were conducted for two sources, NGC 1566 and NGC 5156. Our initial observations of NGC 1566 showed a high H i column density along the sightline searched, but no H i absorption. These observations at higher spatial resolution were therefore designed to resolve out any remaining H i emission and determine whether the strong emission-line could be hiding any absorption. For NGC 5156 we wished to reobserve the new absorption-line detected in the 750 array observations with higher spectral spectral resolution, in order to spectrally resolve the line profile. The followup observations for NGC 5156 were therefore conducted using the CABB 1M-0.5k configuration, which provides 1 MHz bandwidth with 0.5 kHz spectral resolution (or about 0.1 km s −1 at the frequency of the H i line).
All data reduction was carried out in miriad (Sault, Figure 1 . SuperCOSMOS B-band images (Hambly et al. 2001 ) of the six target galaxies, with SUMSS 843 MHz radio continuum contours overlaid (Mauch et al. 2003) . The SUMSS peak flux is given in the bottom right corner. Radio contours start at 90 per cent of the peak flux and decrease in 10 per cent increments.
Teuben & Wright 1995) using a purpose-built data reduction pipeline, and following standard data reduction procedures for continuum and spectral-line data. For each of the targets in our sample we have produced an H i data cube and 1.4 GHz radio continuum image. For the 1M-0.5k observations of NGC 5156, the full spectral resolution of 0.1 km s −1 was higher than we required, so when Fourier transforming the data we produced a data cube binned to a resolution of 1 km s −1 , which provided an optimal balance between spectral resolution and signalto-noise per channel.
As in Paper I, we have produced three sets of datacubes and continuum images for the 750 array data, using different weighting schemes. In doing so we are able to span the range of resolutions possible with the 750 arrays, and thus optimise for the detection of either emission or absorption. Low resolution cubes (with a synthesised beam of ∼60 arcsec) were made using natural weighting, and excluding the baselines to antenna 6, medium resolution cubes (∼20 arcsec) were made using natural weight with the antenna 6 baselines included, and high resolution cubes (∼5 arcsec) were made using uniform weighting.
H i moment maps were produced from the low resolution cubes and spectra were extracted from all three sets of cubes at the position of the radio continuum source. In the case that a background source was resolved into multiple components at higher resolution (see Figure A2) , we have extracted a separate spectrum for each component. M (with an estimated uncertainty of 5 per cent). Our values are consistent with those from HIPASS -or slightly lower since with an interferometer we resolve out some of the more diffuse H i flux which is detectable with Parkes.
In Figure 2 we show the H i distribution overlaid on the SuperCOSMOS optical image (Hambly et al. 2001) for each galaxy. The radio continuum emission contours are also plotted, allowing us to examine the location of the background source(s) relative to the H i disc. We find that five of the 17 sightlines in our sample (or 6 of the 23 individual components seen at higher resolution) intersect the H i disc of the galaxy at column densities above ∼1-2 × 10 20 cm −2 (the limit of our absorption-line sensitivity). We discuss this further in Section 6.
Radial H I profiles
In Figure 3 we show the radial H i profiles of the galaxies in our sample. For each galaxy we show two versions of the profile -the azimuthally averaged profile over the whole gas disc, and the profile along the axis to the continuum source. The ellipse parameters used to derive the azimuthally averaged profiles are given in Table 5 . For fields with multiple background sources, the continuum axis profile is just shown for the first source (as listed in Table 2 ), which was the main target of our observations (while other sources were simply found by chance in the same field, and did not necessarily meet all of the specified selection criteria).
As in Paper I we see a variety of different profile shapes -from relatively flat profiles as in NGC 5156 and NGC 7162A, to much steeper profiles such as NGC 2188 and IC 1914. Comparing the azimuthally averaged profiles to the profiles in the direction of the continuum source, we find that the two profiles are almost identical for half of the galaxies in our sample. Only three galaxies show dramatically different profiles -IC 4386 and NGC 1249 (where the profile towards the continuum source drops off much more steeply, as the source is not located along the major axis), and NGC 1566 (due to local variations in the H i distribution from the spiral arms of the galaxy).
We have also measured the size of the H i disc (from the azimuthally-averaged profiles) at a column density of NHI = 2 × 10 20 cm −2 . The measured H i disc sizes are presented in Table 5 , alongside the optical disc sizes (R25, taken from the literature). There is a large range in disc sizes -the H i discs range from 6.4 to 26.7 kpc, with H ito-optical disc ratios of 1.2 to 2.6. Typically though, we find the H i disc to be around 10-20 kpc in radius, and around twice the size of the optical disc.
H I EMISSION AND ABSORPTION IN
THE SPECTRA TOWARDS THE BACKGROUND SOURCES
Spectra and continuum images
In Figure A2 we show the 1.4 GHz radio continuum images of each of the background sources in our sample, and below each the spectrum towards that source (at all three resolutions). As in Paper I, we apply a Bayesian analysis to all spectra, using the multi-nest algorithm (Feroz & Hobson 2008; Feroz, Hobson & Bridges 2009) , to determine objectively whether there is H i emission and/or absorption present. The development and testing of this algorithm are described by Allison, Sadler & Whiting (2012) , and the application to real spectral-line data by Allison, Sadler & Meekin (2014) and references therein. Since then, the software has been upgraded and is now capable of fitting simultaneously for a combination of both emission and absorption. It also now includes a number of additional line profiles such as the 'Busy Function' (Westmeier et al. 2014 ), which we used in fitting the double-horned emission-line profile seen along the sightline towards C-IC 4386. All other spectra were fit (or upper limits calculated) assuming a gaussian line-profile.
Throughout this work we use the statistic referred to as the R-value to give a measure of the significance of any detected spectral lines. For a full explanation of this statistic, and further details on the application of this (Hambly et al. 2001 ) with H i contours (blue) overlaid. The H i contour levels are N HI = 3 × 10 19 , (1, 2, 5) × 10 20 , and 1 × 10 21 cm −2 . The high resolution 1.4 GHz radio continuum emission is also overlaid (red contours), with an arrow indicating the location of the background continuum source(s) (which are offset from the centre of the galaxy). The number in the bottom right-hand corner shows how many of the individual sightlines intersect the disc at a column density greater than 1 × 10 20 cm −2 (with the number of sightlines at the lower SUMSS resolution, from which these sources were selected, given in brackets, if different). A star indicates that the column density is borderline along one or more of the remaining sightlines. The synthesised beam for the H i maps (∼60 arcsec) is shown in the bottom left corner, and the synthesised beam for the continuum images (not shown) is ∼5 arcsec.
algorithm to our data, we refer the reader to our previous work (Reeves et al. 2015) as well as the above references.
H I emission and absorption along the target sightlines

H i emission
H i emission-lines were detected along 10 of the 17 sightlines in the low resolution spectra, 6 sightlines in the medium resolution spectra, and 2 sightlines in the high resolution spectra. This indicates that more than half of the sightlines in our sample intersect the H i disc at some column density. Where an emission-line was detected in the higher resolution spectra, a detection was also always made at the lower resolutions (but the reverse is obviously not always true). Where emission was detected only in the low resolution spectra the column density of the gas is typically a few × 10 20 cm −2 -but for sightlines with detections in the medium or high resolution spectra, this implies the presence of gas with column densities of up to NHI = 10 21 -10 22 cm −2 . Table 5 . Derived H i parameters of the target galaxies (listed in Table 1 ). Column (1) is the optical galaxy ID. Column (2) is the H i mass measured from the ATCA data, assuming D = v LG /H 0 (with an estimated uncertainty of ± 5 per cent). Column (3) is the H i mass from HIPASS. The HIPASS masses have been re-scaled using a Hubble constant of H 0 = 71 km s −1 Mpc −1 , as elsewhere in this work, and the mean uncertainty on the HIPASS values is 15 per cent (assuming that the uncertainty on the integrated H i flux is the dominant source of error). Columns (4) and (5) are the ellipse parameters (ellipticity and position angle) derived from the H i maps, used to produce the azimuthally averaged radial profiles shown in Figure 3 . Column (6) is the optical disc size (R 25 , taken from the RC3 catalogue de Vaucouleurs et al. 1991) . Column (7) is the H i disc size, derived from the radial profiles. Column (8) ESO300-G014 ESO357-G012 ESO363-G015 Figure 3 . Radial H i profiles of the galaxies in our sample, derived from the ATCA H i total intensity maps. The blue (solid) curves show the azimuthally averaged profile, and the black (dotted) curves the profile along the axis towards the continuum source. The impact parameter of the continuum source is shown by the dashed vertical line. For fields with multiple background sources, the continuum axis profile is just shown for the first source (as given in Table 2 ), as is the dotted line indicating the impact parameter of the sightline. The grey shaded region indicates semi-major axis of the synthesised beam and dashed horizontal line indicates the DLA limit (N HI = 2 × 10 20 cm −2 ). Table 6 gives the best-fitting parameters for each of the detected emission-lines, as well as the derived H i column density along these sightlines. We note that, since the beam in the low and medium resolution cubes is much larger than that in the high resolution cubes, the number of sightlines with emission-line detections 1-2 × 10 20 cm −2 is slightly higher than we might predict based on the H i shown in Figure 2 . This is simply a consequence of the fact that the beam is much larger at lower resolution, and that the emission-lines seen in the extracted spectra represent a weighted average over this beam (or put another way, the much smaller beam of the high resolution continuum images means we cannot predict the column density along a given sightline quite as accurately as it might appear we can from Figure 2 ).
NGC7162A
H i absorption
Despite the fact that almost one-third of the sightlines searched intersect the H i disc of the foreground galaxy at column densities above ∼1-2 × 10 20 cm −2 , we have detected only one absorption-line in our sample. The absorption arises in the galaxy NGC 5156, a barred spiral galaxy at a redshift of z = 0.01. The sightline intersects the disc at an impact parameter of 19 kpc, and the absorption-line has an integrated optical depth of 0.82 km s −1 . We note that this is the highest impact parameter of any intervening H i absorption-line detected to date (though, as mentioned in Section 1, this is still much lower than what has been seen in optical Lyman-α studies). The background source, C-NGC 5156, is by far the brightest in our sample, with a 1.4 GHz flux of around 400 mJy beam −1 , so given that we have made only one detection in our sample it is not surprising that it is along this sightline.
To test for absorption below the noise, we have also stacked the spectra from all of the non-detections to search for a statistical detection of absorption along these sightlines. Despite the large number of sightlines stacked we did not find any evidence for absorption. We calculate a 5-σ upper limit of τ peak 0.015, which corresponds to a column density of NHI 1.5 × 10 20 . Table 7 presents the best-fitting parameters for the detected absorption-line, as well as upper limits for each of the non-detections. We discuss the detected absorptionline in greater detail in Section 5 and investigate the reasons for the low detection rate in our sample in Section 6.
Spin temperature of the gas
We can also use the combined emission-and absorptionline data to investigate the spin temperature of the gas along the sightlines studied. VLBI data is required to resolve the background sources in order to measure the covering factor and thus determine an accurate spin temperature. However, the ATCA data can still be used to estimate the ratio of the spin temperature to the covering factor (TS/f ). For the detected absorption-line we estimate the ratio of the spin temperature and covering factor is TS/f ≈ 950 K (something we would be able to refine with improved VLBI observations -see Section 5).
For the non-detections, we can still use the combined data (H i column density from the emission-line data and the upper limit on the optical depth from the absorptionline data) to put some constraints on the value of TS/f . We find that the lower limit is typically TS/f ∼10-100 K (see Table 7 ) -however, for sightlines where emission was detected in the medium or high resolution cubes (implying column densities of ∼10 21 -10 22 cm −2 ), we obtain lower limits of up to several thousand K. This is consistent with the lower limits of a few hundred K found by Carilli & van Gorkom (1992) from similar emission-and absorption-line data, as well as estimates from recent Ly-α studies which typically find spin temperatures of a few tens to a few hundred K (Borthakur et al. 2010 (Borthakur et al. , 2014 Srianand et al. 2013; Kanekar et al. 2014) . We stress, however, that, since our limits are based on nondetections, they are not very restrictive, and absorptionline detections would be required to obtain more accurate estimates of the value of TS/f along these sightlines.
For the sightlines where the lower limit on TS/f is very high, we suggest that this can be explained by a clumpy gas medium, like that suggested by Braun (2012) . In this scenario we have high column density clumps (∼100 pc in size) embedded within a more diffuse gas. This would result in a high average column density in the large beam of the lower resolution cubes but, if the narrow sightline towards the background source misses these small, dense clumps, would still give an absorption-line non-detection, as observed. Evidence for such structures is also seen in other recent H i absorption-line studies (Curran et al. 2013; Srianand et al. 2013; Borthakur et al. 2010 Borthakur et al. , 2011 Borthakur et al. , 2014 .
ABSORPTION-LINE DETECTION IN
NGC 5156
Initial detection and high-spectral resolution follow-up
In our initial observations we detected a deep, narrow H i absorption-line in the galaxy NGC 5156, at an impact parameter of 19 kpc. Since the line was spectrally unresolved we conducted higher spectral resolution observations using the CABB 1M-0.5k configuration (and the 6A array) in order to resolve the line-profile. The follow-up observations confirm the presence of a deep absorption-line, and provide a spectrally resolved profile of the absorption feature. The absorption-line has a peak optical depth of 11 per cent, and a width of just 7.6 km s −1 , giving it an integrated optical depth of 0.82 km s −1 . The two absorption-line spectra are presented in Figure 4 . We note that, while the two absorption-lines appear to have very different line-depths, this is merely the effect of the lower spectral resolution in the initial observation reducing the apparent depth of the line. We tested this by convolving the high resolution spectrum to the same resolution as the initial observation, and found the observations to be consistent.
VLBI continuum observations
To investigate the small-scale structure of the background radio source in the absorption-line system, a short Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) continuum observation of C-NGC 5156 was conducted using the Long Baseline Array (LBA). The observations were made as part of a 1 × 18 h period on 2012 April 29-30 (along with a number of other sources which form part of a different project). We obtained two tracks at different hour angles, with a total on-source integration time of approximately 65 minutes. Ideally we would have obtained ad- Table 6 . The best-fitting parameters estimated for the detected H i emission-lines. Columns (1) and (2) are the sightline and cube resolution at which the line was detected. Columns (3), (4), and (5) are the velocity, width, and peak flux of the line. Column (6) is the integrated H i line flux. Column (7) is the derived H i column density. Column (8) is the R-value of the detected line (see paper I). (ii) Follow-up observations (Nov 2013) Figure 4 . Comparison of the low and high resolution H i absorption spectra of NGC 5156. While the two spectra appear to have very different line-depths, we have confirmed that this is merely an effect of the lower spectral resolution of the data in the initial spectrum, and that the data are completely consistent.
ditional cuts, but the LST of the source, and scheduling constraints from other targets in our program made this impossible.
The array used consisted of 8 antennas -the ATCA (6 dishes), Mopra, Parkes, Hobart, Ceduna, Katherine, Yaragadee, and Warkworth (New Zealand) -with the longest baseline (Yaragadee-Warkworth, ∼5500 km) giving angular sensitivity down to ∼6 mas. Observations were conducted at 2.3 GHz which, although further from 1.4 GHz than we would have desired, offers the best sensitivity of all of the LBA bands, as well as additional stations for better uv -coverage.
We observed with two polarisations (left-and righthand circular polarisation), and a total bandwidth of 64 MHz (2240-2304 MHz). The ATCA, Parkes, Mopra, Hobart, and Ceduna observe with a single 64 MHz band, while Katherine, Yaragadee, and Warkworth observe with 4 contiguous 16 MHz bands. This means that band edges, where there is very poor sensitivity (and which are therefore normally flagged out), differ between antennas and Table 7 . Absorption-line parameters and estimates of T S /f . Column (1) is the sightline searched. Columns (2)-(6) are the values derived from the absorption-line data (3-σ upper limits for the non-detections). Column (2) is the rms-noise level. Column (3) is the peak 1.4 GHz continuum flux of the background source. Column (4) is the peak optical depth of the line. Column (5) is the integrated optical depth. For non-detections we have calculated the upper limit assuming a gaussian profile with a line-width of 10 km s −1 . Column (6) is the absorption-line H i column density (assuming T S = 100 K and f = 1.0). Columns (7) and (8) are the relevant emission-line values used to estimate T S /f . Column (7) is the emission-line H i column density. Column (8) is the weighting scheme from which the emission-line column density was derived. Column (9) is the limit for T S /f calculated from the combined emission-and absorption-line data. If an emission-line was detected at multiple spatial resolutions, we have calculated a separate limit for T S /f at each resolution. For the deeper absorption-line observations of C-NGC 1566-1 and C-NGC 5156 (made in June 2013 and November 2013, respectively) the limit on T S /f is calculated using the emission-line column density derived from the original (750 array) observations, which we have denoted by square brackets.
H i absorption (high resolution spectra) H i emission Combined these must therefore be treated separately when reducing the data.
Several observations of bright 'fringe finders' (including 1921-293, the 'main' fringe finder) were made throughout the observation, to allow for calibration of station clock delay and rate offsets. Since we did not know how bright the source would be at this resolution, we interleaved the observations of the target source (3.5 mins) with observations of a nearby, bright phase calibrator (1.5 mins) to allow phase referencing to be performed, if necessary.
The data were correlated at Curtin University of Technology using the DiFX-2 software correlator (Deller et al. 2007 (Deller et al. , 2011 and standard continuum data parame-ters. All calibration was completed using the AIPS ('Classic') package (Wells 1985) , following standard continuum reduction procedures. We note that, for the LBA, the system temperatures (Tsys) are either not recorded or not reliable for many of the antennas, so amplitude calibration was instead performed using the nominal sensitivities available on the LBA Wiki 1 . Unfortunately, owing to the limited uv -coverage and complex source structure (discussed below), we found it was not possible to successfully image the source. However, examination of the uv -data revealed evidence that the source is resolved into two compact components (seen as a sinusoid in the amplitude over the course of the observation). From the period of this sinusoid we estimated the separation of the two components to be a few arcseconds, meaning that the two sources should be resolvable with a higher frequency ATCA observation.
ATCA 5 and 8 GHz continuum images
Existing ATCA 5 and 8 GHz images of C-NGC 5156 were available from the ATPMN survey (McConnell et al. 2012) . ATPMN presents high resolution ATCA observations of 8385 sources from the Parkes-MIT-NRAO survey (PMN, Griffith & Wright 1993) , allowing accurate positions and fluxes to be determined. Observations were conducted at two frequencies, 4800 and 8640 MHz, using the 6 km arrays, which results in a synthesised beam of 2.2 × 1.6 and 1.3 × 0.9 arcsec 2 , respectively. As predicted from the VLBI data, the ATPMN images reveal that C-NGC 5156 is resolved into two separate components at high resolution. The 5 and 8 GHz images are shown in Figure 5 . The two sources have peak fluxes of 53.2 and 27.6 mJy beam −1 at 5 GHz and 18.0 and 8.4 mJy beam −1 at 8 GHz. The 5 GHz fluxes were measured by fitting an elliptical gaussian to each of the sources, but for the 8 GHz image (where the image quality is much worse) we have simply measured the peak flux at the same position as in the 5 GHz image. Upper limits on the integrated flux at 8 GHz were estimated by measuring the total flux in a region the same size as the source in the 5 GHz image. We note that the two components are catalogued as a single source in the ATPMN catalogue (presumably as a result of the small angular separation) but the integrated flux at each frequency is in good agreement with the combined fluxes that we measure for the two components.
The 5 GHz integrated flux from PMN is around 130 mJy, at a resolution of 4.2 arcmin. Given that the combined 5 GHz flux of the two components measured from ATPMN is around 110 mJy, this suggests about 20 mJy (or more) of the total 5 GHz flux of the source exists in a more diffuse component. We also see that at 8 GHz the second (weaker) component is only a marginal detection, suggesting that the continuum emission in this component is also more diffuse, with most of the compact continuum emission being associated with the brighter component. The 5 and 8 GHz fluxes of the two components are given in Table 8 .
We measured the spectral index of both sources (from the peak fluxes, since the 8 GHz integrated fluxes are not very reliable) and find spectral indices of α Figure 6 . The spectral energy distribution (SED) plot of the background radio source C-NGC 5156 from 408 MHz to 4.85 GHz. The spectral index over these frequencies is α = −1.1. We have also plotted the fluxes at 5 and 8 GHz, as measured from the ATPMN data, which show a steepening of the spectral index (likely due to more diffuse flux being resolving out).
and −2.0, respectively. The fact that both sources have a steep spectral index suggests that what we are seeing is two hotspots in the lobes of a distant radio galaxy. The angular separation between the two sources is 2.6 arcsec. Assuming a typical redshift of z = 1 for the radio source (see Condon et al. 1998) this would correspond to a physical separation of about 20 kpc, which is consistent with the hotspot scenario.
In Figure 6 we show the spectral energy distribution (SED) from the available radio continuum data. The spectral index between 408 MHz and 4.85 GHz is α = −1.1, which is less steep than we found from the ATPMN data, and we suggest that this is likely due to the more diffuse continuum emission being resolved out as the resolution increases, as previously mentioned.
Nature of the absorption-line system
Knowing something about the structure of the background source, it is now possible to consider where the absorption is actually occurring. There are two likely scenarios, which are illustrated in Figure 7 . Firstly the absorption may be occurring against both of the components (as well as against the more diffuse continuum emission). This would mean that the absorbing cloud is at least as large as the separation between the two components. At the redshift of the galaxy (z = 0.01), the angular separation of 2.6 arcsec corresponds to a physical size of around 500 pc, making this the minimum size of the absorbing cloud in this scenario. Alternatively, the absorption may be occurring against just one of the compact components. This would probably suggest that the absorbing gas is contained within a compact, dense H i cloud (i.e. the same size or smaller than that of the background source).
Given that the line is only 8 km s −1 wide, this suggests that the absorption is occurring along only a very narrow sightline, leading us to favour the second scenario. This is also in agreement with previous work, suggesting that the typical size of absorbing clouds is around 100 pc (Braun 2012; Curran et al. 2013; Srianand et al. 2013; Borthakur et al. 2010 Borthakur et al. , 2011 Borthakur et al. , 2014 . VLBI spectroscopy at Figure 5 . Radio continuum images of the background radio source C-NGC 5156, showing that the source is resolved into two components at higher resolution. From left to right we show: (i) the 5 GHz ATPMN image (with contours overlaid), (ii) the high resolution ATCA 1.4 GHz image with 5 GHz ATPMN contours overlaid, and (iii) the 8 GHz ATPMN image with 5 GHz ATPMN contours overlaid. The synthesised beam for the greyscale image is shown in the bottom left corner for each. Table 8 . 5 and 8 GHz fluxes for C-NGC 5156 from the ATPMN and PMN data. Column (1) gives the source number, or the catalogue from which the measurement was taken. The first two rows are our measurements from the ATPMN images. The second two rows are the fluxes as published in the ATPMN (McConnell et al. 2012 ) and PMN (Griffith & Wright 1993) catalogues. Columns (2) and (3) are the 5 GHz peak and integrated fluxes (where available). Columns (4) and (5) are the 8 GHz peak and integrated fluxes (where available). Column (6) is the spectral index between 5 and 8 GHz for each of the sources calculated from the ATPMN images. 1.4 GHz would allow us to pin-point where the absorption is occurring and confirm that this is the case.
DISCUSSION
Detection rate of intervening absorption
In our full sample of 16 galaxies (samples A+B) -and 23 individual sightlines -we have detected only one intervening H i absorption-line, which is a detection rate of 4.3 per cent. This is low compared to previous surveys (∼50 per cent, overall), so in this section we wish to establish the reason(s) for the low detection rate in our sample. We already established in Paper I that the majority of our non-detections in sample A were due to the background sources being too faint (with many of the sources becoming resolved or extended, reducing our absorptionline sensitivity), and we now wish to determine whether this explains the low detection rate seen in sample B as well. As discussed in Section 3.1, examination of the H i distribution in Figure 2 shows that only five of the 17 sightlines in our sample intersect the H i disc at column densities greater than 1-2 × 10 20 cm −2 (where our observations are sensitive to absorption). Therefore we find that in sample B, the majority of the non-detections are because the sightlines miss the H i disc (or only intersect the disc at column densities below what this survey was designed to detect i.e. sub-DLA column densities). Of the six sightlines that do intersect the H i disc we have one detection (in the galaxy NGC 5156) and four non-detections (two sightlines intersecting NGC 1566, and one each in ESO 300-G 014 and NGC 7162A).
To examine the reasons for the non-detections in these cases, we have produced plots of the 'absorptionline detectable region' for each sightline. These plots (presented in Figure 8) show the region of the galaxy that would be detectable in absorption given the flux of the background source and the H i column density along the sightline (derived from the emission-line maps), assuming a 3-σ detection limit. Two contours show the detectable region calculated from (i) the 1.4 GHz flux measured in the highest resolution image, and (ii) the SUMSS flux (assuming a typical spectral index of α = −0.7). Therefore if the background source falls inside the first of these regions (represented by the solid blue contour), it indicates that we would have expected to detect intervening absorption along this sightline (we can ignore the second region, represented by the dashed green contour, for now, but discuss the significance of this in the following section). We refer the reader to paper I for a more detailed description of the interpretation of these plots and how the regions were calculated.
Of the four non-detections mentioned above, two sources -C-ESO 300-G 014-2 and C-NGC 1566-1 -fall inside the detectable region and two -C-NGC 1566-2 and C-NGC 7162A-1 do not. Therefore, for C-NGC 1566-2 and C-NGC 7162A-1 the non-detections are consistent with the H i distribution, given the flux of the background source, and are therefore simply due to the background source being too faint (meaning these sources are not as bright as we would have expected from SUMSS). For
2.6 arcsec 500 pc (z = 0.01) Figure 7 . Schematics showing the two different scenarios which may be giving rise to the absorption-line feature detected in the disc of NGC 5156. Blue (cloud shapes) represent the H i gas (with darker blue indicating denser clouds) and red (circles/ellipses) represent radio continuum emission (with darker red indicating more compact emission). The two possible scenarios are as follows: (i) the absorption is occurring against both components of the background source (as well as the more diffuse radio continuum emission) which would imply a minimum cloud size of 500 pc or (ii) the absorption is occurring against a single component of the background source, implying a small dense H i cloud is responsible for the absorption.
C-ESO 300-G 014-2 and C-NGC 1566-1 the absorptionline non-detections are inconsistent with the emission-line maps for the assumed value of TS/f = 100 K (i.e. the background sources are bright enough that we would have expected to detect an absorption-line). However, if TS/f were much higher than expected ( 100 K) this would decrease the size of the detectable regions, explaining this discrepancy, and we therefore suggest that this is the reason we haven't detected any H i absorption along these sightlines. A summary of the likely reasons for the nondetections in our sample are given in Table 9 . This has been done for both samples A and B separately, as well as for the combined sample (23 sightlines). Although our results have helped to shed light on what factors influence the detection rate of intervening absorption, it is clear that there is still more work to be done. So far, our results indicate two or three main avenues of investigation. Firstly work on H i/optical scaling relations (see e.g. Broeils & Rhee 1997; Noordermeer et al. 2005; Lah et al. 2009 ) would help us to better predict which sightlines are likely to intersect the H i of a galaxy. Secondly, we need better methods of estimating source compactness from available lower resolution data, so that we know which radio sources are mostly likely to yield a detection. VLBI observations would also help us to get a census of the covering factor in absorption-line systems detected to date, and thus a better estimation of the typical spin temperature in the discs of large spiral galaxies (in which a large proportion of future absorption-line detections will likely be made).
Influence of background source structure
In Paper I we found that the structure of the background sources had likely had a significant effect on the detection rate in sample A. Although this does not constitute as many of the non-detections in sample B, we still wish to investigate how the structure of the background sources in our sample might have affected the detection rate if more of the sightlines had intersected the H i disc.
Examining the continuum images at different resolutions, we find that seven of the 17 SUMSS sources in Table 9 . Breakdown of detections and non-detections across the complete sample of 16 galaxies and 23 sightlines searched. The non-detections are divided into three categories: sightlines that do not intersect the H i disc, sightlines where the continuum flux was too low, and sightlines where the ratio of T S /f was much higher than expected ( 100 K). sample B become resolved or extended at higher resolution, frequently splitting into two or more components. We also calculated the 'compactness' factor (defined as the ratio of the flux on the longest and shortest baselines) and found this to be less then 10 per cent for four of the sources -or almost a quarter -of our sample. Examining the plots of the absorption-line detectable region (in Figure 8 ) allows us to determine the effect of source structure, even in galaxies where the continuum source sightline(s) do not intersect the H i disc. We find that the 'actual' detectable region (calculated from the ATCA 1.4 GHz flux) is significantly smaller than the 'expected' detectable region (based on the SUMSS flux) for eight of the 17 sightlines -or more than half our sample. As expected, the worst affected sightlines are those where the background source is extended or resolved into multiple components, showing that background source structure is an important consideration in the preparation for future absorption-line surveys.
Reason for non-detections
Given this, it is important to further investigate the structure of the overall radio source population. Comparison of the structure of radio continuum sources in existing low and high resolution surveys -such as SUMSS/the NRAO VLA Sky Survey (NVSS, Condon et al. 1998 ) and the Faint Images of the Radio Sky at Twenty-centimeters (FIRST, Becker, White & Helfand 1995), respectively - Figure 8 . Plots showing the absorption-line detectable region for each of the sightlines/galaxies in our sample. The blue (solid) contour is the 'actual' detectable region, given the flux measured in the high resolution ATCA image. The green (dotted) contour is the 'expected' detectable region based on the SUMSS 843 MHz flux (assuming α = −0.7). For sources that are resolved into multiple components we have produced a separate plot for each component. The 1.4 GHz continuum map is also overlaid (solid red contours), and the arrow indicates the position of the background continuum source (which is offset from the centre of the galaxy). If the continuum source lies inside the detectable region, we would have expected to detect an absorption-line (for normal values of T S /f ), but if the continuum source lies outside the detectable region, it means the H i distribution is consistent with an absorption-line non-detection. The synthesised beam for the H i maps (∼60 arcsec) is shown in the bottom left corner, and the synthesised beam for the continuum images (not shown) is ∼5 arcsec.
would allow us to better quantify what fraction of sources are likely to be compact versus extended on scales relevant for detecting H i absorption. In addition, proxies for estimating source compactness, such as the spectral index (see e.g. Massardi et al. 2011) should be investigated to help with sample selection and analysis.
Implications for future blind absorption-line surveys
To investigate the detection rate as a function of impact parameter, we have plotted in Figure 9 the integrated optical depth against the impact parameter for each of the sightlines in our sample. We have also included relevant literature results -the list compiled by Gupta et al. 2010 (Haschick & Burke 1975 Boisse et al. 1988; Corbelli & Schneider 1990 ; Carilli & van Gorkom 1992; Hwang & (Srianand et al. 2013; Borthakur et al. 2011 Borthakur et al. , 2014 Zwaan et al. 2015) .
We note that this is not a complete list of all previous absorption-line surveys -in keeping with the similar plot presented in Gupta et al. (2010) we include only the quasar sightlines from the above literature results (apart from the Zwaan et al. (2015) sample where we have included all sightlines in order to show the detections made in this survey). As we wish to compare our results to those of Gupta et al. (2010) (who conducted the only other recent systematic study of detection rate as a function of impact parameter) it is sensible to maintain this selection in compiling the literature results. Gupta et al. (2010) estimate the detection rate of intervening H i absorption to be approximately 50 per cent, for impact parameters less than 20 kpc and integrated optical depths > 0.1 km s −1 . The addition of more recent surveys yields a similar overall detection rate. In the same parameter space our detection rate is less than 6 per cent (slightly higher than the detection rate for our full sample as some of the sightlines searched fall outside this region of the plot). The inclusion of our results thus brings the overall detection rate down to approximately 25 per cent. Given the large difference in detection rate between our work and previous surveys, it is clearly important to determine the reasons behind this, in order to better estimate the expected detection rate for future blind absorption-line surveys.
We suggest two possible explanations for differences in detection rate. Firstly, that the background radio sources in our sample are in general much fainter than those in other surveys, meaning we are not as sensitive to H i absorption. The limiting flux for our sample is S843 > 50 mJy (expected 1.4 GHz fluxes 35 mJy), while many other surveys comprise sources >300-400 mJy (and often as bright as a few Jy). There are a number of cases in our sample where the sightline does intersect the H i disc of the galaxy, but at sub-DLA column densities, which suggests that if we had conducted the same survey with a brighter sample of radio sources we would have expected to obtain a higher detection rate. The only other survey with a similar range of continuum fluxes is Borthakur et al. (2011) , which shows a detection rate of 2 in 23 (9 per cent), very similar to what we find.
A second, related reason is to do with the structure of the radio sources. As discussed in Paper I, the literature results shown are all surveys of quasar sightlines, whereas our own is an unbiased sample of radio sources (a mixture of radio galaxies and quasars, but predominantly radio galaxies). Since quasars provide very bright, compact radio sources, ideal for detecting H i absorption against, while radio galaxies are more likely to be extended (reducing the absorption-line sensitivity, as we have seen), we suggest that differences in source type, and not just the intrinsic flux of the radio sources, may also be partially responsible for the observed differences in detection rate.
Our selection criteria much more closely match those of planned blind H i absorption-line surveys (for example FLASH, which will search for absorption all sightlines S1.4 > 50 mJy, regardless of source type). Therefore, while both of the above reasons essentially come down to the fact that the background source is not sufficiently bright, it is important to note that (because of the influence of source type) simply increasing the flux limit would likely not be sufficient to reproduce the ∼50 per cent detection rate seen in previous surveys. Similarly, if we wish to estimate the expected detection rate for future absorption-line surveys, basing this purely on studies of quasar sightlines (even if the flux limit is similar) is likely to over-estimate the true detection rate. Given this, we suggest our results are likely more representative of the expected detection rate for future blind surveys such as FLASH. From our results, we estimate that the expected detection rate (for an unbiased sample of radio sources) probably does not exceed about 20 per cent, for radio sources 50 mJy and impact parameters less than 20 kpc, and may even be significantly lower than this (<5-10 per cent).
CONCLUSIONS
We have conducted a survey of H i absorption along 17 sightlines in 10 nearby galaxies, having impact parameters of between 6 and 46 kpc. These results add to our previous work (Reeves et al. 2015) which searched 6 sightlines, giving a full sample of 23 sightlines.
In our sample we detected one intervening H i absorption-line in the galaxy NGC 5156 at an impact parameter of 19 kpc. This is the highest impact parameter detection of an intervening H i absorption-line to date. The absorption-line line is deep and narrow, having a width of just 7.6 km s −1 and an integrated optical depth of 0.82 km s −1 . High resolution ATCA images at 5 and 8 GHz from the ATPMN survey reveal that the background source is resolved into two separate components with a separation of 2.6 arcsec, which corresponds to a physical size of 500 pc at the redshift of the galaxy (z = 0.01). The narrowness of the line suggests that the absorption This work Literature results Zwaan et al. 2015 Figure 9. Plot of integrated optical depth vs. impact parameter for different intervening absorption-line searches. The results of our survey (this work + Reeves et al. 2015) are indicated by circles (red), and the literature results (quasar sightlines only) by squares (blue). We also include the results of Zwaan et al. (2015) , which comprises a mix of radio galaxies and quasars (but predominantly quasars) which are indicated by the triangular markers (green).
Detections are shown as filled markers, and non-detections as open markers. Non-detections are plotted as the 3-σ upper limit on the integrated optical depth.
is mostly likely occurring against a single component of the background source. VLBI spectroscopy would allow us to confirm this, as well as providing an accurate measurement of the filling factor and spin temperature of the gas.
By targeting nearby galaxies we have also been able to map the extended H i emission of all the galaxies in our sample, allowing us to directly relate the gas distribution to the absorption-line detection rate. In our sample we found that sightlines not intersecting the H i disc accounted for the majority of the non-detections (14/23). The remaining non-detections were found to be because either the continuum source was too faint (5/23) or TS/f was much higher than expected (3/23). In the cases where the continuum flux was too low, this was almost always due to the background sources becoming extended or resolved at higher resolution, reducing the absorption-line sensitivity.
Our detection rate (4.3 per cent) is much lower than previous surveys and we suggest that this is either the result of (i) the lower continuum fluxes in our sample or (ii) differences in source type (radio galaxies versus quasars) meaning the sources in our sample are far more likely to be extended, reducing the absorption-line sensitivity (or some combination of these effects). Since our selection criteria (both in flux limit and source type) much more closely match those of large planned absorption-line surveys, such as FLASH, we suggest that our results may be more representative of the expected detection rate for such surveys. Based on our results, we estimate that, for an unbiased sample of radio sources, the expected detection rate is probably not greater than about 10-20 per cent for sources 50 mJy and impact parameters less than 20 kpc.
Given the above results, we suggest that further investigations should be conducted into (i) optical/H i scaling relations (to help predict which sightlines will intersect the H i disc) and (ii) proxies for estimating source compactness (to help identify the sources most likely to detect absorption against). H i emission and absorptionline observations of nearby galaxies (as well as VLBI observations) to help estimate the typical spin temperature and covering factor in galaxy discs would also be worthwhile. These measurements will help us to better prepare for, and anticipate the results of future large-scale H i absorption-line surveys with next-generation radio telescopes. However, the detection of a deep absorption-line in our sample highlights the discovery potential for future, absorption-line surveys like FLASH, which will target large numbers of Jy-level sources. Surveys like FLASH can be expected to make many new absorption-line detections, and provide an exciting new insight into the evolution of neutral gas in the distant Universe.
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